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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB has members of all ages, and runs tramping 
trips every weekend, ranging from easy (no experience required) to hard (high fitness and 
experience required). We also organise instructional courses and hold weekly social 
meetings. Membership rates per year are $35 member, $55 couple, $18 junior or 
associate. 
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of equipment for hire to members at reasonable 
rates (tents, ice axes, crampons, harnesses, large and small weekend pack, billies and a 
mountain radio). Contact Gear Custodian, Bernard Parawa 981 4931. Note: Club gear 
assigned to you is your responsibility; please take care of it. 
Our Club Hut in the Arthur’s Pass township has the comforts of home but with the 
mountains at the back door. - Even better now with real showers and inside flushing loos 
(BYO toilet paper!). A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a 
pillowcase. Please book before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys 
and bookings phone Andrew Wrapson 381 6003; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 352 5327; or if 
they’re both away, Dave Watson 981 7929 (or pager 026 252 3284). Hut fees are $6 
member, $6 member’s partner, $12 non-member, $4 kids under 12. If you find any 
problems or maintenance required, please tell Andrew. 
Social Scene: We meet on Thursdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre 
(Watling Lounge), Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the 
hospital). A variety of social functions are organised, the atmosphere informal, and tea 
and biscuits served. If you can give a presentation or have ideas, please contact Alan 
Ross 384 6425. 
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, day trips depart at 8:00 am and weekend trips depart at 
7:00 pm on Fridays, from Shell Carlton Corner Service Station at 1 Papanui Road (next to 
Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street). If you aren't taking your car on the trip, park on 
one of the nearby side streets, otherwise it may be wheel clamped or towed. If you are 
taking your car please refuel at Shell Carlton, as they are kind enough to hold our trip 
lists. If you have comments or suggestions for trips, please contact the appropriate trip 
organiser (listed at top of the page). 
Leaders: Please ask for the trip list box (disguised as a shiny red 'Stanley' toolbox) and 
post the trip list into the locked box. If anyone turns up after this, the service station has a 
key to open the box. Spare key holders are listed on the box. 
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Notices 
Email: To receive general notices and the newsletter by email (including last minute trips 
and the list of member email addresses), email Linda at 
LilburneL@LandcareResearch.co.nz.  
CTC Stickers: The club has Christchurch Tramping Club stickers for members to stick in 
hut books when they visit. Contact Sandi Keenan 981 9583. 
Photos: Thanks to the multi-talented Paul Ashton, we now have photos on the web page 
to accompany trip reports. Please email photos to editor. 
Membership Database: If you know of any updates, errors or omissions, call Rex on 352 
5327 or email greta-vink@clear.net.nz. 
House minders: Jean and Michael Anderson are CTC members living in Lower Hutt. 
They plan an extended visit to the South Island from early February to end May 2004. “We 
expect to do tramps in the South but would be available to home sit for Club Members and 
associates in the Canterbury area.    We will be mobile and pets are no problem. We will 
always stay overnight and would appreciate sits of no less than 10 days.”  
Ph 04-9739952 Fax 04-976-9952 jean.reidy@paradise.net.nz 
New members: A warm welcome to Vera Larsen. 
C.O.D. Not all trips finish at a bank, eftpos machine or café. Please come prepared with 
cash to make the leader’s life easier as they sort out petrol money. 
Cafes: To prevent further cases of Post Trip Traumatic Stress Tantrum (see trip report on 
Mt Peel) please, please, please send in recommendations for cafes and ice cream shops. 
So far Kowhai Café at Springfield and the Dunsandel General Store score highly. Any 
suggestions for trips returning from the North or the Peninsular? Or trips anywhere else in 
the South Island? 

 
A CONCISE HISTORY OF THE CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB 

A CONCISE HISTORY OF THE CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB 
Instalment 4, the 1950s 
During this decade, the Club’s programme began to look like the pattern familiar to us 
today. More weekend trips, sometimes of an exploratory nature, became common with a 
greater emphasis on alpine areas such as Arthurs Pass and Lewis Pass. Transport was 
still a problem. There was a Friday night train to the West Coast but no return service on 
Sunday evening except on the occasional weekends when there was a Sunday excursion 
train to the Pass. Some trips were run using trucks hired from transport companies and 
more members became car owners. The transport problem to Arthurs Pass was finally 
solved with the introduction of an evening railcar service to and from Greymouth in 1956. 
Trampers from various clubs used this frequently for the next 25 years and it was 
possible to arrange set down at the Mt White Bridge or the Waimak. Corner. 
Typical weekend trips were Cass – Lagoon Saddles, Walker Pass and Tarn Col, Minchin 
Pass, the Three Pass Trip and others, which are still favourites  
There were many fewer huts in those days and trampers expected to camp. The present 
network of tracks, with bridges over difficult rivers, did not exist. For example tramping 
Andrews – Casey necessarily meant walking up the Andrews Gorge and down the Casey 
Gorge. River crossing on most trips was routine. Cooking fires were the order of the day 
and meals were prepared communally. 
Our links with YHA remained and the Club worked on converting the old school house at 
Kukupa (Pigeon Bay) to a hostel in 1952. This was used by us for base camps and family 
weekends for the next 30 years. Social activity remained strong with dances, picnics and 
inter-club football matches. There were special celebrations for our 21st anniversary in 
1953 and 25th anniversary in 1957. 
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Some notable Christmas trips were to the Ureweras in 1950/1 and Paringa to Wanaka 
via Haast Pass in 1956/7. This was prior to construction of the highway.  
Several members, who are still around today, began tramping in this decade but I will 
have more to say about this in the next instalment. 

 
Trip ratings 
The current trip rating system lists 
tramps as ‘easy’, ‘moderate’ or ‘hard’. 
Comments from members suggest that 
it’s often a struggle to relate these 
classifications to the actual trips. 
To help us all, a revised system is 
proposed.  This will use six well known 
characters to suggest the type of person 
who might enjoy the trip (or the company 
one might find oneself in). 
The characteristics of these ‘indicative 
trampers’ are outlined below: 
1. Pooh Bear.  Pooh is what DOC might 
classify as a 'recreational tramper' (if 
they do not classify him as noxious 
exotic introduced species).  Pooh likes a 
stroll in the woods, gentle countryside - 
nothing too strenuous in the way of ups 
and downs - convivial company, . . . 
honey . . .  Water hazards, large trees 
with bees' nests, and complicated route 
finding are un-Pooh-like Big Adventures. 
2. Lady Penelope [Thunderbirds are 
go!].  Has far too many other things 
going on to dedicate herself to tramping 
every weekend, and prefers to avoid 
struggling with too much untracked 
bush, loose rock, precipitous ledges, or 
deep mud.  Has large amounts of up-to-
date polypro, and likes a bit of adventure 
- the odd universe to save mid-tramp 
perhaps? 
3. Lassie.  Lassie will go out in most 
conditions provided that she has a good 
group to tramp with.  Surefooted (even 
allowing for the natural advantage of 4 
of them) and usually able to look after 
herself (including finding the way home) 
but prefers following to leading.  Not so 
keen on crampons, harnesses, ropes 
and big packs though. 
4. Tin Tin.  Likes adventures and that 
getting-slightly-lost-and-found-again 
feeling that comes from being off-track 
(deliberately or inadvertently).  It would 
not be a proper weekend without at least 

one long day out, including the extremes 
of gradient and temperature.  Keen to try 
most things including all the tramping 
equipment he can beg, borrow or (last 
resort) buy.   
5. Hans Solo.  Will do anything, 
anywhere, anyhow (but it’s not always a 
good idea to follow).  Prefers to use 
strength, determination and bitter irony 
rather than fancy gadgets.  Multi-day 
bush-bashes and tramping in the dark 
are Hans’ idea of heaven, but in the 
absence of any other challenge he can 
always race himself up a mountain.   
6. Lara Croft, Tomb Raider.  Fun, fast, 
agile, knows everyone, been 
everywhere.  One of those people who 
turns out to be an expert at virtually 
everything to do with the outdoors (life’s 
too short for ironing, cooking and 
cleaning . . .).  Mega-missions to exotic 
locations overseas a specialty.   
Alternatively, we could try the suntan 
lotion type approach and use a 
numerical ‘PB rating’ based on the 
percentage proportion of the trip that 
Pooh Bear would be able to enjoy.  
PB100 would indicate the full Bear 
participation level, PB50 would get him 
there but not back again, and PB0 would 
suggest that Pooh would only still be up 
with the group after the first hundred 
metres if Hans Solo had him in his pack.
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Calendar of Trips and Social Events 
 

Weekend 29 and 30 November Leader: Andrew Turton 332 8275 
Forest Creek, Two Thumb Range: On the eastern side of Lake 
Tekapo. This area provides some great open tops and valleys. 
The perfect holiday training ground. 

 Grade:  Mod/Hard 
 Map: I36/37 
 Approx: $50 
List closes: 20 Nov 

 

Sunday 30 November (note change of day) Leader: Susan Pearson 337 4914 
Kaituna Packhorse: Start at the Kaituna Valley and head up the 
hill to the Packhorse Hut. A number of different options are 
available from here; either travel over Mt Herbert or around the 
sidling track. 

 Grade: Easy 
 Map: M36, N36 
 Approx: $10 
List closes: 27 Nov 

 

Sunday 30 November Leader: Stewart Smith 343 1065 
Mt Enys by The Knuckles: No, not a reference to speed, 
steepness, or gait. Knuckles is a 1300m bump on the ridge 
above the Olympus ski field road. Reach the Knuckles and 
continue up the ridge to Enys then look for a good scree run 
(there are many on this side) back to the road. Ice axe and 
crampons may be required. 

 Grade: Mod – Hard 
 Map: K34 
 Approx: $20 
List closes: 26 Nov 

 

Thursday 4 December Club Night 
Annual BBQ at Halswell Quarry. We have the Findlay area (by the big trees at the end of 
the road). Meet from 6pm. Bring own food and liquid. BBQs will be provided. The odd 
small (or large) water pistol is advised. A great social time in the warm weather. 
 

Weekend 6 and 7 December Leader: Andrew Wrapson 381 6003 
Avalanche Peak Crow Valley: Climb up to Avalanche Peak 
before descending a long shingle scree into the Crow Valley. 
Meet the easy group for the night at the Crow hut before 
returning via the Waimak. 

 Grade:  Moderate 
 Map: K33 
 Approx: $40 
List closes: 27 Nov 

 

Weekend 6 and 7 December Leader: Sandi Keenan 981 9583 
Crow Hut: A great chance to visit this stunning valley and enjoy 
a night in one of the newest huts around. Easy river flats and a 
good track provide access in and out. 

 Grade:  Easy 
 Map: K33 
 Approx: $40 
List closes: 27 Nov 

 

Saturday 6 December Leader: Stewart Smith 343 1065 
Dome: at 1938m is some 1400m above the Waimakariri River 
on the southern edge of Arthurs Pass National Park half way 
between the Bealey River and the Hawdon River. Enjoy this club 
classic. Ice axe and crampons may be required. 

 Grade: Hard 
 Map: K33 
 Approx: $20 
List closes: 4 Dec 

 

Thursday 11 December Club Night 
Lets go to Makalu base camp with John Kirby. This is a trekking trip to the base of the 5th 
highest mountain in the world, which is in Nepal. 
 

Weekend 13 and 14 December Leader: Frank King 942 8368 
Pfeifer Biv: High above Lake Kaurapataka Pfeifer biv provides 
an ideal spot to explore the extensive tops in the surrounding 
area. 

 Grade:  Mod/Hard 
 Map: K33 
 Approx: $40 
List closes: 4 Dec 
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Saturday 13 December Leader: Andrew Turton 332 3311 
The Pyramid: is located at the junction of the Hawdon and 
Sudden valleys. The approach is up the sharp ridge separating 
the valleys, mostly through the bush. Choice of descents: screes 
are the favourites leading either into the Hawdon, or Sudden 
Valley, or downstream of Sudden Valley gorge. 

 Grade: Mod 
 Map: K33 
 Approx: $20 
List closes: 11 Dec 

 

Sunday 14 December Leader: Dave Henson 942 3954 
Robinson Valley, Otepatotu, Takamatua: A new trip on Banks 
Peninsula involving a couple of double-fenced paper roads, A 
neat hill top bush reserve and a bit of walking on the Summit 
Road. Great views throughout. 

 Grade: Easy 
 Map: N36 
 Approx: $15 
List closes: 11 Dec 

 

Thursday 18 December Club Night 
Annual potluck dinner from 6pm, eating at 6:30 (formally called the plate and crate). Bring 
food for at least 4 people. You will need your own eating tools plus liquid refreshments. 
This is the last Thursday night event for the year. Note the early start!! 
 

Thursday 25 December Leader: Santa 
Sleigh Trips through exotic parts (and chimneys) of the world.  
List closed to anyone who’s been bad during the year. 
 

 Grade:  Surreal 
 Map: stars 
 Approx: free (+tip) 

 

Saturday 20 December        EARLY START: 7:00am Leader: Alastair Brown 343 5111 
Mt Longfellow: Lake Sumner area, Glynn Wye Range, 1860m. 
4WD & mountain bike option. Start from the Lake Taylor Road & 
cross the Hurunui flats below Lake Sumner to Gabriel Stream 
and foot of Mt Longfellow. Climb is 1300m up a steepish ridge or 
via a gully to the W. of the ridge. Great viewpoint. Bring a torch. 

 Grade: Hard 
 Map: M32, M33 
 Approx: $25 
List closes: 18 Dec 

 

Saturday 20 December Leader:  
Cave Stream through cave, plus Helicopter Hill: A club 
classic in the Castle Hill limestone region. Headlamps, and 
polypropylene and thermal gear or wet suit required for wet cave 
section that lasts for about 360m. Bring backup torch, towel, and 
warm change of clothes. Followed by a short drive and walk to 
the top of Helicopter Hill.  

 Grade: Easy-Mod 
 Map: K34 
 Approx: $15 
List closes: 18 Dec 

 

Xmas Eve Club Night 
Meal out at Brogues on Worchester (Worchester St, the Square). Meet from 7:30 pm. 
Mains near $20. As usual I must give the restaurant confirmed numbers so please put 
your name on the list or Ph 384 6425 or email alan.ross@nzl.biolabgroup.com before the 
21st Dec. 
 

Thursday 25 December & 1 January 2004  
No club night 
 

Thursday 8 January Club Night 
Happy New Year!! Social night so people can show and tell, “What I did during the 
holidays”. 
 

Saturday 10 January Leader: Bev Clark 326 6544 
Bridle Path, Mt Pleasant: Meet at the Gondola Carpark. Then a 
pleasant walk up the bridle path to the top. Walk northeast along 
the Crater Rim walkway to Mt Pleasant @ 498m. Return same 
way. An enjoyable day out above the city and the sea.  

 Grade: Easy 
 Map: M36 
 Approx: $0 
List closes: 10 Jan 
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Sunday 11 January          EARLY START: 7:00am Leader: Gareth Gilbert 354 1488 
Mt Faust Loop: Lewis Pass region, 1710m. Start from the 
Sylvie Flats near Boyle Village on Sunday morning. (Some 
people could stay at Boyle Village on Saturday night and 
experience the hot polls at Sylvie Flats nearby.) Follow well-
marked track then poled route to delightful tarns below Mt Faust. 
When you reach Mt Faust, return to lower Boyle via route down 
a steep spur and return to cars via St James Walkway and its 
southern entrance.  

 Grade: Mod 
 Map: M32 
 Approx: $25 
List closes: 6 Nov 

 

Tuesday 13 January Club Night 
Meal out (family orientated) Meet 6pm at Captains Mis-Stake restaurant, 12 Curries Rd 
Hillsborough. Please put your name on the trip list or ph 384 6425 or email 
alan.ross@nzl.biolabgroup.com at least 3 days prior. 
 

Thursday 15 January Club Night 
Our own Jonathan Carr will take us tramping in the UK.  Or in English terminology 
"extreme hill walking " (peaks above 600m) 
 

Weekend 17 and 18 January Leader: Contact John Henson 342 3311 
Wheel Creek, Victoria Range: This trip is to the northern 
Victoria Range and allows access to an area not often visited by 
the Club. 

 Grade:  Mod/Hard 
 Map: L30 
 Approx: $40 
List closes: Ph Leader 

 

Weekend 17 and 18 January Leader: Sandi Keenan 981 9583 
Cass Saddle, Lagoon Saddle: This classic trip in the 
Craigieburn Forest Park has it all. Great valleys, saddles and 
rivers. Plus a nice hut for the night. 

 Grade:  Moderate 
 Map: K34 
 Approx: $35 
List closes: Ph Leader 

 

Saturday 17 January Leader: Trevor Scott 356 1154 
Red Peak, Mt Torlesse Loop: Part of the Korowai/Torlesse 
Tussocklands Park that straddles Porters Pass. Start at the big 
tree before Porters Pass. An easy hour or so on a track to the 
Kowai Hut. NE of the hut, ascend 1160m via steep scree ridge 
to Mt Torlesse @1961m. Circle ridge anti-clockwise to Junction 
Peak and Red Peak before exiting via the steep southern spur to 
the upper Kowai River while passing over a remarkable area of 
red rock. The Kowai Gorge is easy and varied en route to the 
Kowai Hut. 

 Grade: Mod 
 Map: L34, L35 
 Approx: $15 
List closes: 15 Jan 

 

Sunday 18 January Leader: Andrew Turton 332 8275 
Mts Cassidy & Blimit: Arthurs Pass area. Leave cars at Devils 
Punchbowl Falls carpark @ 750m. Head up Cons Track then 
unmarked route up steep ridge to Cassidy @ 1850m. Travel 
along ridge to Blimit @ 1910m. Option to descend through tarns 
to Temple Basin Ski field road @ 1600m. 

 Grade: Mod 
 Map: K33 
 Approx: $25 
List closes: 14 Jan 

 

Thursday 22 January Club Night 
John Henson will take us to some well-known places in Canada. Places like Banff and 
Jasper in winter. Also playing on the Fox glacier in summer. 
 

Weekend 24 and 25 January Leader: John Henzell 328 9596 
Stag Climb:  As some of you will be aware John Henzell is 
about to limit his outdoor options and get married. Instead of a 

 Grade:  sleazy 
 Map:  
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night out with strange drinks and other items he wants to climb a 
mountain at night. The word CHEAP may come to mind but 
phone John for the details. The weather will decide the 
mountain. 

 Approx: $ 
List closes: Ph Leader 

 

Weekend 24 and 25 January Leader: To Be Advised 
Ball Pass:  This is an inspirational trip over ball pass with the 
towering views of Mt Cook and glaciers that reach to the sky. Ice 
axe and Crampons may be required. 

 Grade:  Mod/Hard 
 Map:  H36 
 Approx: $60 
List closes: 15 Jan 

 

Saturday 24 January Leader: Andrew Wrapson 381 6003 
Ashley Gorge: Starting from the Lees Valley bridge walk down 
the Ashley River to the Ashley Gorge motor camp area. A great 
summer river trip. Come prepared to get wet and have a fun day 
in the river. 

 Grade: Easy 
 Map: L34 
 Approx: $15 
List closes: 22 Jan 

 

Sunday 25 January Leader: John Henson 342 3311 
River Crossing Course: Come and learn the latest river 
crossing techniques in safety and with some fun thrown in. Bring 
a change of clothes and a weekend pack with a waterproof liner 
and some bulk in it. Dress warm. 

 Grade: All/Water 
 Map: n/a 
 Approx: $0 
List closes: 22 Jan 

 

Thursday 29 January Club Night 
Newsletter folding night plus discussion on sleeping mats. Which types are the most 
comfortable and provide the best insulation. Hopefully Steve B will come along and tell us 
the why is best not to pack your thermorest against your unprotected crampon points. 
 

Weekend 31 January/1 February Leader: John Henson 342 3311 
Mt Haast, Mt Puttick:  Climb Mt Haast and travel along the 
ridge to a high camp before options to Mt Puttick and Mt Kemp. 
Return via the Rahu River. 

 Grade:  Mod/Hard 
 Map: L31 
 Approx: $40 
List closes: 22 Jan 

 

Saturday 31 January Leader: Ivor Lewis 03 347 8372 
Double Hill: A cruisey little trip to the top of Double Hill, a 
“roche moutonnee” which rises 240m above the floor of the 
Rakaia Valley. A pleasant tramp in an area where most trips are 
harder. For access, cross the Rakaia gorge bridges and turn 
right at Mt Hutt. 

 Grade: Easy 
 Map: K35 
 Approx: $20 
List closes: 29 Jan 

 

Weekend 6 to 8 February Waitangi Weekend Leader: Sandi Keenan 981 9583 
Mt Cook Base Camp:  Camp at one of the great spots in NZ 
with as many options of things to do, as there are people. 

 Grade:  all 
 Map: H36 
 Approx: $80 
List closes: 29 Jan 

 

Weekend 6 to 8 February Waitangi Weekend Leader: To be Advised 
Toaroha Valley, Frew Saddle:  Grade:  Hard 

 Map:  
 Approx: $60 
List closes: 29 Jan 

 

Weekend 6 to 8 February Waitangi Weekend Leader: Craig Beere 3557313 
Andrews Stream, Ranger Stream, Cox:  Spend the first night 
at the Casey Hut before heading up Ranger Stream and into the 

 Grade:  Moderate 
 Map: L33 
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Cox. This is a valley we rarely visit.  Approx: $40 
List closes: 29 Jan 

 

Friday 6 February Leader: Bruce James 332 3473 
Broken River Coal Mines: Visit the old coalmines in the lower 
Broken River valley. Access is on Craigeburn Road from Cass. 
An interesting area at the foot of the Torlesse Range’s northern 
slopes. 

 Grade: Easy 
 Map: L34 
 Approx: $20 
List closes: 5 Feb 

 

Weekend 14 and 15 February Leader: Dave Watson 981 7029 
Arthur’s Pass Base Camp: A great chance to climb some 
peaks or walk trough the forest in the warm summer weather. 
Options only limited by the people who go. 

 Grade:  All 
 Map: K33 
  Approx: $40 
List closes: 5 Feb 

 

Trip Reports 

Kelly Range: Labour Day Weekend (24-26 October 2003) 
Day 1.  After a coffee and some 
breakfast banter at Springfield, we set 
off from the Kelly public shelter, just 
past Otira.  We revelled in the grunt 
uphill on the track to Carroll Hut for the 
next couple of hours.  Having dumped 
the packs, we then spent the afternoon 
wandering up Kelly’s Hill.  From the top 
we could see out to the West Coast and 
all around to some murky-looking 
weather over Arthur’s Pass.   Back at 
the hut, Susan, Kerrie and Trevor ‘dined’ 
- banding together to produce a 3-
course extravaganza of homemade dip, 
venison stew, and chocolate, meringue 
and banana dessert.  The rest of us ‘fed’ 
- much like packhorses - from 
dehydrated meal sachets and the like :-
)... 
Day 2.  A fine day with a brisk cold 
breeze.  Followed the track beyond Kelly 
Saddle as it traversed along the western 
side of the range for a little way before 
climbing to the ridgeline.  A lovely 
Sunday morning amble along the tops 
for the next few hours, soaking up more 
great views.  Towards the end of the 
range, wise leader Susan noted, and we 
quote, that it was ‘advisable’ to ‘pause’ 
and ‘study’ the terrain ‘carefully’ before 
commencing the bush bash down toward 
the tarns just above Hunt Saddle.  But 
‘study’ never made it past ‘cram’, and 
the party plunged off enthusiastically.  
Soon we were on Andrew’s very special 
‘Traverse of the Mountain Neinei’.  

There were intimate moments and we all 
bonded as a group.  An hour or so of 
thrashing later, we were happily lunching 
in the sun near the tarn. Only Trevor’s 
legs were strangely unscarred. 
A short stint of rock hopping down the 
little creek just north of Hunt Saddle 
joined us with the Kelly’s Creek track.  
We travelled through towering tussocks 
to the swampy saddle, then some ups-
and-downs in the forest before reaching 
the 4 bunk Hunt’s Creek Hut 1 and half 
hours later. The male contingent proved 
themselves most chivalrous by pitching 
the tent and nabbing the bunks :-).  And 
with the stove in the hut warmed up and 
the billy boiled, we had a cosy night with 
many laughs.  (Total walking time for the 
day was about 7 and 1/2 hours). 
Day 3.  After some light rain overnight, 
another fine day.  Pretty vistas with 
patches of cloud floating about the 
valley and a fresh sprinkle of snow 
higher on the hills.  We retraced our 
steps back to Hunt Saddle and then 
followed the track down Kelly’s Creek to 
complete a loop back to our starting 
point.  Sadly, lunch by the river saw the 
only setback of the trip - the loss of 
Trevor’s incisor to an unpremeditated 
but vicious attack by an Australian-
manufactured gingernut.  (The victim 
was placed in a gladbag for the walk out 
and has now been flawlessly 
reinstalled.)  Walking time for the day 
was about 4 hours. 
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We had a really lovely 3-day trip with 
fine views and great company.  Thanks 
to Susan, our leader, for a fantastic long 
weekend. The Sensational Six were 

Susan Pearson (leader) Kerrie Skinner, 
Trevor ‘Jaws’ Thar, Andrew Wrapson, 
Bruce Hinckley, & Laura Close (scribe 
from across the ditch)

 

Mt Peel (1743m): Sunday 26 October 
How many miles to Babylon? 
Three-score miles and ten." 
Can I get there by candlelight? 
Yes, and back again. 
All I can say is that Mount Peel seemed 
a lot further than Babylon, even without 
the handicap of carrying candles all the 
way.  We set off from Blandswood bright 
and early(ish), and Bernard, David and 
John Easton raced off at a most 
impressive pace.  The rest of us 
followed more sedately and managed to 
catch the odd glimpse of them at a 
couple of short rest stops along the way 
– just time to cross-question David on 
the reproductive habits of ferns before 
they rushed off again.  The boardwalk 
section made it easy on us (and the 
vegetation), even if it feels a bit like 
cheating.  We met up with John 
Shrewsbury at the Little Mount Peel Hut 
and helped with his chocolate biscuits, 
then set off along the lovely long 
undulating ridge towards Middle Mt Peel 
and Big Mt Peel.  It was a beautiful 
sunny day with none of the threatened 
southerlies sweeping through, most of 
the snow had gone, and we enjoyed the 
minor rock scramble along the final part 
of the ridge to the tasteful cell phone 
installation at the peak.   

The return to Middle Mt Peel went 
quickly, but after that the ridge seemed 
to have magically expanded to about 
twice its original length – and twisted to 
go up more than down.  We had a final 
rest in the late afternoon sun at the hut 
before descending at a fairly brisk pace 
back to the cars.  It took about 9.5 hours 
altogether, including breaks, which 
made a very satisfying day.  But the 
adventures were not over – the miles to 
Mt Peel were nothing compared with the 
tribulations of finding a cup of tea, a 
good coffee, and ice cream in Ashburton 
at 8pm on a Sunday evening.  Whatever 
the business models say, group 
decision-making can be quite 
extraordinarily ineffective at times.  
Finally your esteemed editor succumbed 
to passenger pressure and drove off, 
leaving Bernard & Co still lost in the 
dubious attractions of Ashburton’s fast 
food emporiums.  We can however give 
a very good write-up for the ice cream 
from the store at Dunsandel.  Many 
thanks to John Easton for a great day. 
John Easton (leader), Bernard, Richard, 
David Wardle, John Shrewsbury, 
Joanna, Ian, Jenny (scribe)

 
 

Big Tops (Koropuku) Hut: Nov 8 -9 2003 
Before I joined the Christchurch 
Tramping Club I had ‘browsed’ the club 
website and was intrigued by the whole 
‘Big Tops Hut’ saga as reported in the 
Dec 1996 newsletter by Frank King (see 
http://www.tca.co.nz/ctc/misc/big_tops.ht
m)  I was determined that sooner or later 
I would have to visit the hut myself. 
On joining the club I was somewhat 
disappointed to note that Frank did not 
seem to be much in evidence and I 

thought “He is probably an old timer with 
‘shot’ knees.”  Imagine my surprise then, 
when Frank showed up one club night 
as leader for a trip up Mt Pfeifer, clearly 
in the proverbial ‘pink’ of tramping 
health.    
From then on, I had an irrational desire 
to go to the ‘famed’ Big Tops Hut with 
Frank as leader.  I was delighted when I 
saw that he was leading a 
moderate/hard trip to visit the hut but 
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nervous that my ‘moderate’ tramping 
fitness might not be up to the journey.  
However, Frank seemed willing to take 
the risk so I decided to go for it. 
There were 6 of us on the trip, Frank, 
Honora, Mike and Elan had all been to 
the hut before, only Kerrie and I were 
new pilgrims.  Saturday dawned 
overcast & humid after steady rain on 
Friday.  Investigation of the Otira River 
from the Deception footbridge confirmed 
Frank’s ‘fordablility’ fears and the 
decision was made to lengthen our trip 
by the flood track rather than risk the 
river crossing at Aickins.   
The flood track is well marked which is 
the best that can be said for it.  We set 
off at 8:45 and climbed up, down, across 
and around the slips and bluffs for the 
next 2 hours, aware that we were using 
up energy we needed badly at the other 
end of the day.  Eventually we reached 
the Taramakau and bowled along the 
four-wheel drive track at a good pace to 
Pfeifer Creek where we stopped for 
lunch at about 12:15.   
2 hours later we had passed through the 
lovely mature forest around Pfeifer 
Creek and Lake Stream, wound our way 
round Lake Kaurapataka, admired a 
parakeet cackling at us in the bush, 
greeted & swapped stories with trampers 
on their way out from the hot pools and 
finally forded the Otahake.   
Phew ! At twenty to three it was time for 
the big hill.  The track was very well 
marked and Frank led us up it, at a pace 
that we could all manage for most of the 
hill.  The track was steep but not difficult 
and had many short flatter sections 
where those of us getting short of breath 
could recover.  A short downhill section 
indicated we had reached the ‘saddle’ 
around 3:30pm.  On we went, toiling up 
the hill steadily.  A rocky outcrop marked 
20 minutes to the bush line and the point 
where I started falling back with lead 
legs and no energy.  The 5-minute rock 
was a welcome site and at last I could 
collapse to rest and refuel at the bush 
line lookout.  We had climbed 700m in 
less than 2 km and it had taken us 2 
hours.  Sadly the weather had worsened 

and views were not extensive although 
we could still see Lake Kaurapataka 
below us.  A cold wind and slight drizzle 
had us scrabbling for our parkas.  Frank 
and Honora told us that this had been a 
useful bivvy spot, but that the tarn, 
which used to be there, had drained 
making it less suitable now. 
The track continued to climb for another 
130 m as it worked its way up through 
the scrub and tussock to the top of a 
fault line. This ran across the tops 
between two tarns in a SSE direction 
and was our general direction.  The 
track was marked with cairns, through 
mostly easy terrain, gently climbing and 
dropping by degrees.  At one point it 
crossed a swampy tussock area.  
By 5:30 pm we were on the lip of the 
gully, which was our route down into the 
Koropuku valley.  Initially a mix of 
snowgrass and biggish scree, this gully 
later turned into a steep stream filled 
with large wet boulders and rotten 
sections of tree.  We quickly worked out 
the hard way that the innocuous blue 
green algae on the rocks was 
treacherously slippery compared with 
the green moss covered rocks. 
Following in Frank or Honora’s 
experienced footsteps quickly proved to 
be the most energy efficient method of 
progressing.  At some point the gully 
turned into a waterfall – and Honora 
planted a pole marker to emphasize the 
bush track that needed to be followed on 
the true left of the stream to avoid the 
hazard.  It seems that Todd had very 
recently come down this gully and had 
tried in vain to circumnavigate the 
waterfall to the true right instead of the 
true left.  Honora hoped that her pole 
marker would prevent other adventurers 
from making similar mistakes. 
Before we knew it, we had reached the 
marked turnoff for the approx 500m deer 
track to the hut from the gully.  Hurray – 
we were almost there.  The track did not 
seem very clear to me but we were told 
that the catching feature just before the 
hut was a distinctive sizeable glade of 
Ribbonwood trees affectionately referred 
to as the ‘orchard’ by F & H, such that 
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any route through the bush should not 
miss this.   
We finally arrived at the 4-bunk hut 
about 19:30.  It has recently been 
improved with a DOC-built porch.  An 
outside fireplace was equipped with 
firewood and there were suitable grassy 
patches for camping.  It has other rather 
more unusual features being equipped 
with lace curtains, a tablecloth, 
interesting reading matter (The 
Biography of Harold Wilson (?)), a 
toaster, a wooden spoon …….  The 
privy is unique in my experience – it has 
no enclosing ‘cubicle’.  Hanging on the 
tree close by is a loo brush.  Appropriate 
and useful presents brought by our party 
for the hut were: an umbrella (for users 
of the naked privy in the rain), a small 
hotty and a hut custodian (a blue and 
white fluffy teddy bear).   
The evening was spent eating and 
talking about usual tramping topics, 
food, food, food…(& gear)…  Morning 
came with blue sky, sunshine and the 

promise of spectacular views missed on 
Saturday.  
Our walk out was more enjoyable than 
the walk in.  I saw my first ever Grey 
Warbler in the Ribbonwood orchard, the 
gully was easier to climb than descend, 
we stopped frequently to appreciate the 
majestic views in the lovely sunny 
weather, and even the big hill seemed 
easier going down than I had expected.  
Lastly the crossing of the Otira was 
managed with no dramas.   
Making it to Big Tops and back for me 
was a challenge to my skills and my 
fitness.  A challenge that I feel I rose to.  
My thanks to my tramping companions 
for helping me in small but significant 
ways and to Frank who led the trip 
efficiently and sensitively and at no 
stage made me feel I was only a 
‘moderate’ tramper.  The photos he took 
will also be valued reminders of my 
personal success. 
Susan Pearson 
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The Leader 
A leader is best 
when people barely know that they exist, 
not so good when people obey and 
acclaim them, 
worst when they despise them, 
 
Fail to honour people, 

they fail to honour you; 
But of a good leader, who talks little, 
when their work is done, their aim 
fulfilled, 
they say, “we did this ourselves”. 
 
Modified from Lao Tzu 
(Thanks to Barry Earle)

 
 

Knickers Revisited 
I also had problems with wet cotton 
underwear and determined to get some 
alternative. 
We were on the top of Mt Torlesse some 
time early this year when Dave Watson 
told us about a sale of First Layer thermal 
underwear on at Mainland. 
I went to the sale NOT looking for tees 
and longs but for knickers and crop tops. 
I was oh so in luck. I got a crop top and 
knickers for $15 each. They fitted 
perfectly. The knickers are designed for 
comfort not passion and remind me of 
what I used to don as a young school 'gel' 
in England to do gym in. I endorse them 
without reservation. Not only are they 
warm and comfy, but they do dry 
amazingly quickly.  
I have not been in the habit of wearing 
them for longer than a day (does any 
woman?) so I am not so sure about smell. 
Suffice to say I have not noticed them 
smelling any more than any other 
undergarment. 
The crop top is equally comfy, warm and 
practical. It adds extra welcome warmth 
in winter and can also be tramped in 

without anything else over the top - 
provided sandflies and sun are not an 
issue. It is so comfy that I have been 
known to wear it for 4 days continuously 
(sleep and tramp) without removal.  
Despite getting soaked (in this case with 
sweat not river water) the top dried so 
quickly I was hardly aware that I was 
soaked before I was dry again. 
Amazingly, not even this daily dousing of 
body excretion seemed to make it less 
comfy OR smelly. Needless to say I am 
happy to endorse both garments - and 
will bring them to the club on Thursday 
for inspection by any interested club 
member. Sad to say both have been 
washed so it is too late for the sniff test! 
Since 1 pair of knickers is not enough for 
a long tramp, I usually take additional 
pairs of skimpy nylon mesh jobs, which 
are so insubstantial they dry quickly and 
weigh nothing. However they can be 
embarrassing for group changing so on 
balance the First Layer ones are 
definitely better. I intend to buy another 
pair sometime. 
Susan Pearson 

 
Dear Auntie Ice Axe 
When I go tramping I always miss out on a bunk. Either there’re others in the hut already 
or people from our party run ahead to get a bed. I can’t tramp any faster - what should I 
do? 
Hutless 
 
Dear Hutless 
There are three solutions to this common problem - Enjoy the delights of sleeping in a tent 
far from the maddening crowd, don’t go tramping, or learn some simple techniques to 
clear the hut. Examples are given below: 
• Announce that Liv Tyler is camping just half a mile away. 
• Hand out earplugs and remark conversationally, “Some people say I snore a little”. 
• Ask “has anyone seen my scorpion? - he was here somewhere.” 
• If the hut is full of men, start crying and talk about your feelings – if a man can pull 

this one off, it is particularly effective. 
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• Tell everyone you’re from the Cashmere badminton club, hiccup and laugh 
raucously. 

• Women could offer to show their caesarean scar. 
• Discuss quietly, so everyone can hear, the avalanche risk for this particular hut. 
• Cough loudly and continuously on arrival and remark how much worse you are at 

night. 
• Say on arrival, “Oh good, there’s a bible”. An alternative to this is to pick which bunk 

you want, walk up to the current occupant with a warm, sincere smile and say, “Let 
me tell you about my friend Jesus”. 

• Tell everyone their star sign and what their personalities are like/should be like. If 
this doesn’t work initially keep at it and discuss everyone’s behaviours in terms of a 
star sign – eg “leaving the door open is such Taurean behaviour” or “Capricorns find 
it so hard to empathise with Aquarians.” 

• Put your hands all over the benches then tell everyone about the ds and vs you’ve 
had for weeks. 

• Walk in with a ghetto blaster. 
• Talk about the share markets. 
• Sit hunched in the doorway obsessively sharpening a large knife and mutter 

continuously “anger management! What anger management problem, I haven’t got 
an anger problem, it was only a small cut, they can sew it back on, what do they 
mean I can’t control my temper…” 

An intelligent tramper will of course discover many other methods to clear a hut. 
Auntie Ice Axe 

 
 

 
Please post or email articles for the February newsletter to the Editor (Joanna Ibell)  

by Thursday 22 January 2004 
Email: joannaibell@ihug.co.nz 

Telephone: 980 3824 
Post: 78 Cuffs Rd, Wainoni, Christchurch. 
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